
Introducing Galaxy A23 5G
It’s easy to stay connected to the people and content you love with Galaxy A23 5G. Beautifully capture the moments that 
mean the most with an incredibly detail-oriented wide lens. The infinite display makes playing your favorite games an 
edge-to-edge experience; and with virtually lag-free 5G and a long-lasting battery, you’ll beat your high score in no time.

Capture. Share. Repeat.
Catch even the finest details with the wide lens of Galaxy 
A23 5G. Take pro pics with Advanced Portrait Mode.

Dive into an infinite display
An adaptive refresh rate of up to 120Hz keeps every scene 
smooth and clear. Plus, the infinite display of Galaxy A23 5G 
turns mobile viewing into an edge-to-edge experience.

We‘re serious about security
Galaxy A23 5G helps protect your data with multilayered 
security and the ability to privately share³ your files on 
your terms.

A battery that was built to keep up
With a long-lasting, super-fast-charging battery,² you can 
get more done without taking a break to charge.

Game at the speed of 5G
Level up your mobile gaming speed with the fast,1 
powerful processing of Galaxy A23 5G.

Relive every moment
The expandable storage4 of Galaxy A23 5G helps you 
make the most out of a trip down memory lane.



Color        Black OS Android™ 12

Display 6.6" FHD+ LCD V-Cut5

120Hz Adaptive Refresh Rate
Connectivity 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac (Dual Band)

Bluetooth 5.0

Processor Snapdragon 695 5G
Octa-core (8 x 2.2Ghz)

Battery 5,000mAh
(25W Fast Charge)²

Front Camera 8MP (F2.2) Dimensions 165.4mm x 76.9mm x 8.4mm

Main Camera 50MP (F1.8) Main camera
5MP (F2.2) Ultra Wide camera
2MP (F2.4) Macro camera
2MP (F2.4) Depth camera

Weight 199g

Memory 4GB RAM | 64GB Storage
(Up to 1TB on microSD card)4

5G Ready¹ Sub6

¹5G speeds vary and require optimal network and connection (factors include frequency, bandwidth, congestion); see carrier for availability.   ²Wall charger sold separately; use only Samsung-approved chargers and cables. To avoid injury or damage to your device, do not use incompatible, 
worn or damaged batteries, chargers or cables. Supports up to 25W Super-Fast Charging. For more information on your device, please visit www.samsung.com.   3Private Share features require both the sender and receiver to have Galaxy mobile devices with Android 9 or later and the Private 
Share app.   ⁴MicroSD card sold separately.   5Measured diagonally, the screen size is 6.6" in the full rectangle and 6.4" accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area is less due to the rounded corners and camera lens.
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